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Wildlife Heritage Areas is a global programme 

developed by World Animal Protection and the 

World Cetacean Alliance.



An urgent problem
The window of opportunity to protect the world’s 
wildlife from suffering and loss is narrowing every 
day:

• Animal cruelty remains prolific in the travel 
industry.

• The climate crisis, interlinked with the 
biodiversity crisis, is making nature-based 
solutions, and the protection of nature 
increasingly urgent. 

• Overtourism is a growing risk for destinations 
and nature. 



But, nowhere to turn
Despite increasing demand, travellers and the 
travel industry currently have no way of identifying 
destinations with:

● high animal welfare standards;

● experiences run by local custodians;

● expert-written guidelines;

● income streams flowing directly to local 
communities and nature;

● holistic sustainability standards.



What if…
• Wildlife was not cruelly exploited for tourism.

• Local communities created responsible 
wildlife watching destinations that benefited 
animals, people, and place.

• We celebrated people that worked in harmony 
with the natural world.

• We collaborated to reconnect with, protect 
and respect nature.

• We emphasized our cultural links with nature 
as a very powerful tool to encourage positive 
change for animals and people.



Welcome to… 
Wildlife Heritage Areas

Outstanding wildlife watching destinations 
where local communities recognise their natural 
heritage with a sense of pride and play a central 

role in protecting wild animals and their 
habitats.



Designed with key themes in mind

➔ Raise standards for the whole travel industry.

➔ Bringing together experts, communities, and businesses to drive change.

➔ Promote responsible wildlife experiences led by communities.  

Accessible Robust Collaborative Inspirational



An easy-to-use web platform



Holistic criteria, evidence based

Cultural 
importance of 

wildlife

Respectful 
human wildlife 

coexistence

Responsible 
wildlife 

tourism*

Governance Management 
Plan

* Only places with tourism experiences or planning tourism experiences need to complete 
this indicator.

1.1 Cultural heritage 
linking people to 
wildlife demonstrates 
significant 
understanding and 
on-going respect for 
wildlife and habitats.

3.1 The community 
has strategies in 
place to identify and 
raise awareness 
about
exploitative, extractive, 
or consumptive 
captive or wild animal 
tourism attractions.



Listing pages to showcase impact





Respected Industry & NGO Partners



• INSERT APENNINES VIDEO HERE 

Working with industry partners



Extensive press coverage



We’re eager to work with:

● Responsible tourism businesses.

● Wildlife charities.

● Local communities.

● Independent specialist experts.

● Storytellers.

Get involved 



Wildlife Heritage Areas applications:

  mariechambers@wildlifeheritageareas.org

Communications and Media:

  lloydgofton@wildlifeheritageareas.org

Other enquiries:

  hollytuppen@wildlifeheritageareas.org

www.wildlifeheritageareas.org

@Wildlife_Heritage_Areas

@WildlifeHAreas

@WildlifeHeritageAreas

Follow us Get in touch

mailto:mariechambers@wildlifeheritageareas.org
mailto:lloydgofton@wildlifeheritageareas.org
http://www.wildlifeheritageareas.org/


• INSERT APENNINES VIDEO HERE 

Thank you


